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Book Review by Joseph Bottum

People of the Book
In the Beginning Was the Word: The Bible in American Public Life, 1492–1783, by Mark A. Noll.
Oxford University Press, 448 pages, $29.95

B

ack in 1969, the mexican novelist
Carlos Fuentes suggested that much
of the history of Latin America—its
nervous politics, its fantastical literature, its
baroque culture—could be derived from the
fact that the conquistadors arrived in the New
World with swords at their waists and a trio
of 16th-century books in their backpacks:
Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly, Thomas More’s
Utopia, and Machiavelli’s The Prince. Fuentes
was enormously influential, but the claim that
Latin America was formed by this curious
trio remains more suggestive than rigorous,
more true-ish than true.
We have an interestingly similar legend
about books in the early moments of the United States, fueled by the academic discipline
known as “American Studies” that flourished
in the nation’s universities after World War
II. Every pioneer home, the American version
insists, had two books on its mantelpiece: a
King James Bible and William Blackstone’s
Commentaries on the Laws of England. Every
man his own priest, and every man his own
lawyer—it was like the national character in
a thumbnail, a thought-provoking synecdo-

che for the whole of the American experiment, when the Bible so clearly helped define the naeven if the notion was more suggestive than tion? It’s sobering to realize that we might still
rigorous. True-ish than true.
need this kind of systematic work—it’s like
discovering that our scholars have produced
f anyone could sort out the ac- thousands of studies of things floating in air,
tual facts about the literary foundation without ever bothering to mention the air that
of American culture, it would be Notre surrounds them.
Dame’s Mark Noll—our great historian of
At the same time, there’s something reProtestant Christianity in the United States vealing—something indicative of the changes
and author of more than 20 books, including in America over the past 50 years—that we
his widely discussed The Scandal of the Evan- should get a book like this now. When the Bigelical Mind (1994). His latest work, In the Be- ble was simply the air we breathed, we hardly
ginning Was the Word, is a study of the Bible needed to mention it—but that air has grown
in American public life from 1492 to 1783, thin. The Mainline Protestant churches no
the first in a planned multi-volume series that longer set the tone of the nation, and Bibliwill trace the Bible’s influence up to the pres- cal knowledge is no longer a required part
ent day.
of educated culture. A 1997 Barna survey
For all that, there’s something a little odd claimed that 12% of American adults imagabout Noll’s account. Not in the research it- ine that Joan of Arc was Noah’s wife; Barna’s
self; this is the work of a master scholar, as- 2000 follow-up concluded that 75% of Amerisembling the definitive study after a lifetime cans believe the Bible teaches that “God helps
of investigation in the field. It’s just that any those who help themselves.” These days, in
student of American cultural history would a way that we never needed before, we must
probably assume that this material had al- force ourselves to remember the role of the
ready been gathered. How could we require Bible in American public life, if we have any
a study of the Bible in American public life, hope of making the past intelligible.
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n the beginning was the word opens
with an observation that it was not Protestants, with their post-Martin Luther
cult of Bible reading, but Christopher Columbus who first brought the Bible to the
New World. The Catholic explorer’s haunted, almost feverish journals are filled with
Scripture-tinged descriptions of what he felt
he was accomplishing.
In this, Noll indulges a little too irenic an
ecumenism, I think. Columbus was far more
Marian, far more apocalyptic, and far more
invested in what Protestants would denounce
as an un-Biblical works-righteousness than
Noll allows. One gets the sense, from those
journals, that Columbus thought he was personally bringing about the Second Coming by
introducing the gospel to one of the last populations of the world that had not yet had the
chance to accept or reject Christianity.
Once Noll’s account moves to North
America, however, we begin to see the way
Protestant Bibles spread concurrently with
the establishment of Protestant polities. A
turning point in all this is the enthronement
of William and Mary in 1689—for it’s after
the Glorious Revolution that the Puritans began to think of themselves as generally part
of the worldwide movement of Protestantism,
rather than as a pilgrim people set entirely
apart from all other believers. From there, it
was only a short step to the kind of Biblical
proof-texting of public events that Noll catalogues. He looks, for example, to the minister
Elisha Williams’s 1744 pamphlet, The Essential Rights and Liberties of Protestants, which
gathered texts from the Bible to help establish the “Whig-biblical confluence” that, Noll
shows, blended the Biblicism of Protestant
sermonizing with the political justification of
revolution against the British king.
By the 19th century, English-language
knowledge of the Bible would be dominated
by the 1611 King James Version—the translation that, in America, would most lend
phrases to our daily speech, images to our
literature, and the generally falling metrical
patterns that characterized public rhetoric.
Noll notes, however, that in the earlier days
of American colonization there were helpers
for that role, especially the 1560 Geneva Bible
and the 1646 Reformed account of Christian
faith known as the Westminster Confession.
The Geneva Bible was the first translation to
add verse numbering, which, Noll points out,
“tilted instincts about Scripture away from the
human and toward the divine,” for “it made
it much easier to assemble proof-texts from

throughout the sacred volume.” Meanwhile,
the Westminster Confession became the
model for all subsequent writing that referenced Biblical passages as proof-texts: each
claim in a document followed by reference to
chapter and verse of the Biblical passages that
support it.

tory for an answer. Where in mainstream
public life might one go today to hear Biblical proof-texting of “sanctioned murderous
assaults on the sort of marginal people for
which Scripture requires special consideration”? Who now carries Constantine’s banner in America and praises public religion
above private reformation of the heart? Noll
ven while he relates this history, was kinder to public Biblicism when discussNoll records his uneasiness. Catholic ing Abraham Lincoln’s rhetoric in America’s
scholars these days tend to use as a God (2002).
term of denunciation the word “Constantinianism”—named for the 4th-century emperor
erhaps more to the point, we
who sought to reconcile the Church with the
make a mistake when we see the hisRoman Empire, and meaning, generally, the
tory of America’s Bible-reading Protmutual support and consequent entangle- estant culture as a struggle between public
ment of Church and State. In much the same and private religion—as though the fights
way, Noll calls his work a “cautionary tale,” of the 1970s were the model for all theologifor he shares the modern discomfort with cal and ecclesial battles the nation has ever
anything suggesting that the Bible trumpets fought. Mark Noll is too sophisticated and
national faith or allows us to identify a spe- complete a scholar to make this mistake, but
cial providence in the role of the United States, he has a slight tendency toward it. And we
above or apart from the general providence need, I think, a stronger stomach for the exbelonging to other nations. The strong influ- istence of real tension through the long hisence of the Bible in American public life had tory of the nation. “Biblical America” is the
the unintended and ironic effect, he suggests, oxymoron that defined us, the contradiction
of weakening—“thinning,” Noll calls it—the that maintained us. American exceptionalBible’s power to transform individual souls. ism was not born from a lifeboat theology of
The wholesale absorption of the Bible “short- small, isolated communities of the saved, nor
circuited the capacity for self-criticism that from Biblical justifications of grand national
Scripture everywhere demands of God’s elect purpose, but from the enduring tension bepeople.”
tween the two—a tension that is, I think,
He’s thinking of writers who, for example, very Biblical.
used stray Biblical citations to justify slavery.
Still, In the Beginning Was the Word simply
Their abolitionist opponents, however, were defines its field for everyone who comes after.
hardly less forward in proof-texting their op- Mark Noll uncovers a stunning number of ilposition to slavery. It was, Noll observes, the lustrative examples of Biblical uses in public
American way: stray Biblical passages, isolated life, which bring the past alive for the reader.
from their context, were routinely deployed to Throughout the book, we are drawn into a
provide tropes and metaphors, justifications world so thick with Biblical reference that its
and validations, for just about every topic that thesis is absorbed through our skin: the Bible
came up in public life. And the author is dis- as the defining text of American culture.
turbed whenever he sees the Bible being used
In claiming Erasmus, Thomas More, and
for these public purposes. It’s the shudder of Machiavelli as the foundation of Latin Amerthe Christian believer (which Noll very much ican culture, Carlos Fuentes was indulging
is) as he watches the Bible wrenched away suggestiveness above precision. In claiming
from its private and ecclesial uses.
the Bible as the foundation of the United
As I noted, something significant about our States, Noll indulges nothing beyond what he
recent history is revealed by the very existence can demonstrate. This may be the most sugof In the Beginning Was the Word. Something gestive book about the history of the Ameriimportant about our current cultural situ- can experiment published in the last decade,
ation is exposed by our need for a book this but its suggestiveness rests on the ground of
good in order to understand how Americans its precise scholarship.
before us spoke and thought. At the same
time, there’s something that feels dated about Joseph Bottum is a contributing editor to the
Noll’s suspicions of the Bible’s political use.
Weekly Standard and the author of An Anxious
In one sense, he’s fighting a battle won Age: The Post-Protestant Ethic and the Spirit
long ago, like a general refusing to take vic- of America (Image Books).
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Involuntary Heroes

Baseball and the Law

Hurricane Katrina’s Impact on Civil Liberties

Cases and Materials

Mitchell F. Crusto, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law

Louis H. Schiff, County Court Judge, 17th Judicial Circuit of Florida
Robert M. Jarvis, Nova Southeastern University College of Law

2015, 206 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-181-4, paper, $17.95, ebook available

Casebook, 2016, 1,040 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-502-7, $120.00

Involuntary Heroes explores Hurricane Katrina’s impact on the
current state of civil liberties, such as the right to bear arms, the right
to travel freely, and the right to protection against sexual assault,
among others. It tells the stories of “involuntary heroes” — those whose
rights were violated by the government during Katrina.
“This book is a great historical lesson about the lives disrupted
and civil liberties lost when government confiscates firearms from
law-abiding citizens, rendering natural disasters all the worse.”
— Stephen Halbrook, author of The Founders’ Second Amendment

This casebook explores the jurisprudence of baseball through 110 principal readings, 619
notes, and 26 photographs. After an introductory chapter that acquaints students with the
sport and the role lawyers have played in its development, the authors examine a multitude
of legal issues, from player salaries, franchise relocations, and steroids to fan safety, broadcast
rights, and gambling. Special attention is paid to racial and sexual discrimination; tax
planning, asset protection, and bankruptcy; and the use of technology. A concluding chapter
focuses on amateur and youth baseball. This work will strengthen students’ understanding of
such core subjects as civil procedure, constitutional law, property, and torts while improving
their ability to read contracts and parse statutes.

Human Trafficking

Sunrise at the American Market

Cheryl Taylor Page, Lincoln Memorial University School of Law
Robert William Piatt, Jr., St. Mary’s University Law School

Andrew F. Popper, American University College of Law

Forthcoming March 2016, ISBN 978-1-61163-719-9

2016, 272 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-818-9, paper, $19.95

Human Trafficking explores the legal, moral, and political attempts to contain sex and
labor trafficking. The authors bring unique perspectives to these topics. Professor Page, an
African-American woman all too familiar with the vestiges of slavery, has written and lectured
internationally on trafficking. Professor Piatt, a Hispanic law professor and former law school
dean, brings his international experience as an educator, author and advocate regarding
immigration and human rights matters to bear. The book con siders efforts at containment,
including controversial topics such as whether prostitution should be legalized. It concludes
with specific approaches to eliminate trafficking.

Brought together by Henry, a political refugee and proprietor of the
American Market convenience store, this story’s six characters turn his
otherwise plain establishment into a place where any topic is on the table.
“Once in a great while a book bewitches me so thoroughly that its
later recollection comes to me as though I had been IN the book. . . . Ann
Tyler’s work sometimes does, and Richard Ford’s — and so does this
remarkable novel of time, friendship, and place by Andy Popper.”
— Marianne Wesson, Professor, University of Colorado School of Law;
author of Chilling Effect

Save 20% when you use the discount code CROB16 through April 30, 2016.
For more information and to order these titles, please visit www.cap-press.com.

Johns Hopkins Studies in American Public Policy
and Management:
Manuel P. Teodoro and David M. Konisky
Rethinking the Administrative Presidency
Trust, Intellectual Capital, and Appointee-Careerist Relations
in the George W. Bush Administration

William G. Resh
“A fresh new and important take from a scholar with rare expertise
and judgment.”—David E. Lewis, author of The Politics of

Presidential Appoinments: Political Control and Bureaucratic
Performance

$44.95 paperback/ebook

Governors, Grants, and Elections

American Crossings

Fiscal Federalism in the American States

Border Politics in the Western Hemisphere

Sean Nicholson-Crotty

edited by Maiah Jaskoski, Arturo C. Sotomayor,
and Harold A. Trinkunas

“In this sophisticated book, Nicholson-Crotty combines two robust
literatures—one on state politics, the other on fiscal federalism—
in new, interesting, and important ways.”—Craig Volden, coauthor
of Legislative Effectiveness in the United States Congress: The

Lawmakers

$44.95 paperback/ebook

“An original, straightforward analysis of the various
functions that borders play, this book is a theoretically
fascinating treatment of a significant subject.”
—John J. Bailey, author of The Politics of Crime in

Mexico: Democratic Governance in a Security Trap
$39.95 paperback/ebook
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